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Chimpanzees show the capacity to communicate
about concomitant daily life events

Tatiana Bortolato,1,2,3,6,* Angela D. Friederici,4 Cédric Girard-Buttoz,1,2,3,5 Roman M. Wittig,1,2,3,5

and Catherine Crockford1,2,3,5,*

SUMMARY

One universal feature of human language is its versatility in communicating about juxtapositions of
everyday events. Versatile combinatorial systems of communication can be selected for if (a) several vocal
units are flexibly combined into numerous and long vocal sequences and (b) vocal sequences relate to
numerous daily life events. We propose (b) is more likely during simultaneous or serial (concomitant)
events than single events. We analyzed 9,391 vocal utterances across the repertoire of wild chimpanzees
and their events of production. Chimpanzees used vocal sequences across a range of daily life events and
twice as often during concomitant than single events. Also, utterance diversity correlated positively with
event diversity. Our results show the potential of chimpanzee vocal sequences to convey combined infor-
mation about numerous daily life events, a step from which generalized combinatoriality could have
evolved.

INTRODUCTION

One major feature of human speech and language is the ability to combine meaning-bearing words into phrases by means of syntactic rules

that allow us to communicate about everyday events.1 We communicate in a wide array of social situations about an unlimited range of

everyday events, including those that occur simultaneously or serially, using a relatively limited sound set.2 The sound set of many non-human

animals (hereafter, animals), including non-human primates (hereafter, primates), is also limited. Since many animals also combine single sig-

nals into signal sequences,3,4 the question remains how andwhy do such sequences emerge and are selected for? It is reasonable to think that

selection pressure to favor the transition from elementary (i.e., single signals) to compound (i.e., sequences) communication to flexibly

describe daily events should require prior emergence of two preconditions: (a) vocal sequences must be numerous (i.e., incorporating call

types from across most of the repertoire), long (i.e., surpassing the level of single units or bigrams), and flexibly combined across different

types of vocal units and (b) vocal sequences must disambiguate not only rare events but also daily life events and, as such, must combine

individual signals such that they refer to numerous events. These preconditions are in line with the mathematical model proposed by Nowak

and Komarovan5,6 for the evolution of compound signaling, where the total number of messages has to exceed a critical value and individual

components must occur in many different messages.5,6

Determining whether species other than humans share the above preconditions would help to understand the evolutionary drivers leading

to the emergence of combinatorial forms of communication (i.e., the combination of meaning-bearing single signals into meaningful se-

quences) and help us retrace how complex combinatorial communication systems could have emerged. Many animals combine vocal signals

into sequences.3,4 A recent study in chimpanzees has established aforementioned precondition (a) that sequences are structurally numerous,

long, and flexibly combined across the repertoire.7 In relation to aforementioned (b), regarding meaning-bearing units, several species have

‘‘compositional’’ communication (i.e., the meaning of the sequence can be derived from its individually meaningful vocal units).8–12 However,

examples per species are few and short (usually, combinations of two ‘‘meaning-bearing units’’), and generally in a limited range of events,

such as during alarm.8,13,14 Nonetheless, it is unclear whether there is a genuine lack of combinatorial signaling potential in the animal

kingdom or if such discoveries are constrained by research effort since for example in the vocal domain establishing the meaning of each

vocal sequence using the gold standard playback experiments often requires years of work. Thus, studies have not yet examined combina-

toriality (i.e., related to the meaning of its parts3) in longer utterances, nor whether there is an animal signaling system that supports vocal

combinatoriality across numerous daily events.
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Here, we offer a global approach to assess the communicative preconditions of (b) in an animal species using the whole repertoire and

across daily life events. While (b) could arise through a number of processes, we propose and examine one type of scenario that (b) is

more likely during simultaneous or serial events than single events. A fundamental premise of this approach is that daily life events do not

necessarily occur neatly, serially, spaced one after another. Rather several events can occur either at the same time (such as approaching

a conspecific while encountering a threat) or in rapid sequential order (such as approaching and then affiliating with a conspecific) or as a

mixture of both (such as approaching and then receiving aggression while encountering a threat). We call such events that are linked in

time ‘‘concomitant events’’. The idea is that if there is a benefit to communicating information about numerous daily events, and particularly

the juxtaposition of those events, selection should favor the production of vocal sequences rather than single calls, particularly when expe-

riencing concomitant rather than single events. Despite many species experiencing concomitant events, few are documented to produce

vocal sequences in response to them.8–12

Althoughwemay be limited in our capacity to infer the real goals and intentions of animals,15 playback studies across taxa overwhelmingly

demonstrate that acoustically distinct vocalizations that are highly context specific convey event-related information to others. Such calls, that

are emitted predominantly during a particular event (like predator encounters or feeding), and convey information about the event, are

deemed ‘‘meaning-bearing units’’.16–18 While playback methods assess the meaning conveyed by calls,19,20 they are not feasible across

the entire repertoire, especially in species uttering a large diversity of vocal sequences. Hence, to assess general meaning potential, it is

reasonable to assume that calls emitted during a particular event have the potential to convey related information to others and have the

potential to be meaning bearing.

If animal repertoires can encode information relating to concomitant events within vocal sequences and across most daily life events, what

do we expect regarding the relationship between vocal utterances and events? While there are several ways to conceive of this relationship,

we formulate three predictions. First, we predicted that if animals regularly combine single vocal units into vocal sequences to communicate

about more than one event per utterance, individuals should bemore likely to produce vocal sequences when exposed to concomitant rather

than to single events (prediction 1). For example, if vocal units A, B, and C are emitted during fusion (meeting), approach, and feed respec-

tively, when these three events are combined, we could reasonably expect a vocal utterance containing A + B + C. Second, we predicted that

the diversity of utterances emitted by each individual reflects the diversity of events and event combinations that elicit utterances (prediction

2). Here, individuals emitting utterances during different multiple events might reasonably emit differently structured vocal sequences.

The third prediction addresses whether communicating about concomitant events is critical for the species or is rather a by-product of the

method used, given the lack of playback experiments. If the former is true, we expect a weaker correlation between the diversity of utterances

and events when the event diversity measure includes only events assumed to be single rather than concomitant events (prediction 3).

We studied wild chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes verus), a species that not only satisfy the structural preconditions laid out in (a) in the first

paragraph, by flexibly combining vocal units into hundreds of vocal sequences up to a length of 10 units,7 but also demonstrates context-

specific single vocal units across the vocal repertoire, including during activities such as feed, rest, travel, hunt, and social interactions

such as groom, greet, and play events.21,22 Moreover, some of their vocal combinations are potentially compositional,10–12 where vocal units

(e.g., A and B) produced singly appear to hold the information they convey when combined with other units into vocal sequences (e.g., A + B)

to communicate about concomitant events. Chimpanzees have some vocal control and ability to modify their vocal behavior as a function of

their social environment.12,23–28 Taken together, they are a suitable species for examining the potential of precondition (b), which, to our

knowledge, has never been assessed in animals.

We collected 1,807.3 h of behavioral and vocal data (1,298.4 focal hours +508.9 ad libitum hours) from three neighboring groups (East,

North, and South) of wild chimpanzees in the Taı̈ National Park, Ivory Coast.29 We obtained a total of 9,391 vocal utterances across the whole

repertoire from 98 wild chimpanzees, ranging from 0 to 55 years old. For each vocal utterance, we assessed its contexts of production, by

considering all the events that occurred at the time of vocalizing (singly or as concomitant events).

RESULTS

Using focal animal sampling, we recorded all occurrences of vocal utterances emittedby the focal individual,30 and ad libitum vocal utterances

emitted by identified individuals around the focal (Table 1). We noted the identity of the signaler, and the events occurring at the moment of

Table 1. Data summary per group

Group East group North group South group Total

Nº individuals in the group 38 25 40 103

Nº individuals included in the

analyses (focal and/or ad-lib data)

35 (18 adults,

17 immatures)

24 (12 adults,

12 immatures)

39 (19 adults,

20 immatures)

98

Nº individuals with focal data +/� ad-lib data 29 20 34 83

Total focal hours 552.5 251.1 494.8 1298.4

Mean focal hours per individual 18.87 12.6 14.55 15.34

Range focal hours across individuals 4.4–30.6 4.8–22.6 5.1–26.9 4.4–30.6

Nº individuals w/ad-lib data only 6 4 5 15
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vocal production. We identified 13 single vocal units (Table 2, see STAR methods), which were variously combined, resulting in 570 unique

utterances in our sample.We also identified 24 single events that elicited vocal utterances (Table 3). Events were defined as those occurring at

the moment each vocal utterance was emitted (Table 2) and could be i) the activity of the caller (feed, rest, or travel), ii) a social interaction in

which the caller engaged (e.g., affiliation), and/or iii) an environmental change which the caller paid attention to/looked toward (e.g., animal

encounter). 22 of 24 single events have previously been described to elicit chimpanzee vocal utterances, including 11 single events reported

to elicit context-specific vocal utterances (noted with ‘a’ on Table 3). Counting each different event and concomitant events (such that

‘‘approach+affiliation’’ is different from ‘‘approach’’ only) led to 131 unique total events (hereafter, single and concomitant events are termed

‘‘events’’, Figure 1; Table S2). Not only domany of these events occur daily31 but chimpanzees also vocalize during these events onmost days.

For instance, chimpanzees vocalized during approach events in 91.1% of all study days and vocalized during feeding in 90.5%, travel in 84.2%,

and fusion in 78.5% of study days. This contrasts with vocalizing during alarm events (here noted as ‘‘animal encounter’’) which occurred in

22.8% of study days, where alarm events have been the focus of most previous studies on compound calling. We tested the relationship be-

tween the vocal repertoire and the events of vocal production, at two levels: first, at the level of the utterance, whether the likelihood to pro-

duce a vocal sequence rather than a single vocal unit increasedwhen the caller was exposed to concomitant events, and second, at the level of

the individual chimpanzee, whether the diversity of utterances (or ‘‘repertoire size’’, i.e., number of unique utterances) emitted relates to the

diversity of events in which each individual vocalized.

Vocal sequences were emitted during concomitant rather than single events

Based on language properties (i.e., a mixture of compositional syntax and non-compositional syntax [e.g., idiomatic expressions]56), we do

not always expect a 1:1 relation between the length of utterances (i.e., the number of different vocal units within an utterance, such as hoos +

grunts + panted grunts = 3) and events, such that one vocal unit denotes one event. Therefore, we investigated if the overall likelihood to

produce vocal sequences rather than single vocal units increased when chimpanzees were exposed to concomitant events versus single

events. To model this, we determined for each vocal utterance whether it was a single vocal unit (0) or a sequence (1) (binomial response),

andwhether it was emittedduring a single or a concomitant event (categorical predictor).We used a binomial generalized linearmixedmodel

(GLMM), and we controlled for group identity (model 1a). In support of prediction 1, we found that chimpanzees were twice as likely (0.188 vs.

0.391) to utter vocal sequences when exposed to concomitant events than when exposed to single events (full-null model comparison:

c2 = 77.697, degree of freedom [df] = 1, p < 0.001, Figure 2A; Table 4, model 1a). The marginal and conditional R2 were 0.031 and 0.116,

respectively (model 1a). Group identity did not affect the response (c2 = 3.575, p = 0.167, Table 4).

Positive relationship between the diversity of utterances and the diversity of events

Wemeasured the number of unique utterances (including single vocal units and sequences) and the number of unique events (including sin-

gle and concomitant events) produced per individual and field season. The sample size varied between individuals (mean: 61.78, range: 1 to

214 utterances) and was strongly correlated with both measures of utterance and event diversity. To circumvent this issue, we conducted an

analysis in two steps. First, we fitted two linear regressions, one with the log number of unique utterances as a function of sample size (logged)

and another with the log number of unique events also as a function of sample size (logged) (Figure S1, See STARmethods). Then, we used the

residuals of those two models to fit a Gaussian linear mixed model (LMM) (model 2a). In this model, we also controlled for group identity. In

support of prediction 2, we found that the residual number of unique utterances emitted per chimpanzee clearly increased with the residual

number of unique events (full-null model comparison: c2 = 54.904, df = 1, p < 0.001, Figures 3A and 3B; Table 4, model 2a). Group identity did

not affect the response (c2 = 2.344, p = 0.101, Table 4).

Table 2. Definition of the vocal and event terms used

Term Definition Includes

Utterance A bout of vocal emission (single units and

sequences)

Single vocal unit: 1 or more vocal units of the

same call type, with less than 2-s between units

(e.g., a grunt or a series of grunts)

Sequence: a combination of at least two

successive different vocal units with less than

1-s between call types (e.g., grunt + bark)

Event Context or situation in which a vocal utterance

was emitted (i.e., activity, social interaction,

environmental change)

Single event: only one event occurred during

utterance emission

Concomitant event: numerous events occurred

during utterance emission, either

simultaneously or in rapid sequential order or

both.
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Table 3. Single events in which vocal utterances were emitted, ordered by frequency of occurrence

Event type Single events Code

N total

utterances Description

Studies that reported

vocalizations during

the specified event

Activity Feeda FE 1943 Arrive at a feeding area, eat, crack nuts or

search for or collect fruits, tree leaves, nuts,

meat, honey, insects, etc.

Kalan and Boesch;

Fedurek and Slocombe32,33

Travela TR 1085 Locomotion. Excludes walking within a feeding

site, traveling during patrols or intergroup

encounters. If the caller is resting and right after

the call starts traveling, the activity is coded as

travel

Fedurek et al.;

Crockford et al.34,35

Resta RE 593 Sit or lie down on the ground, or tree branch,

without food.

Crockford et al.35

Social interaction Approacha AP 2074 Move toward another individual or receive an

approach within the party. Includes submissive

greetings. ‘‘Approach’’ followed by ‘‘give

aggression’’ is coded only as ‘‘give aggression’’

Fedurek et al.;

Luef and Pika36,37

Playa PL 924 Play with another individual. Includes tickling,

chasing, wrestling, etc. Solo play is not

included

Luef and Pika;

Davila-Ross et al.37,38

Receive

aggressiona
RA 745 Receive aggression with or without body

contact. Includes attack, bite, displace, display,

chase away, hit, slap, threaten, etc.

Fedurek et al.; Slocombe

and Zuberbühler 36,39

Affiliation AF 676 Give or receive an affiliative gesture. Includes

hug, arm reach, kiss, touch genitals, etc (but

not groom).

van Lawick-Goodall40

Grooma GR 353 Groom or being groomed by another

individual. Solo grooming is not included

Fedurek et al.; Watts41,42

Beg BE 482 Request food or tools from the possessor, or

request to be breastfed or carried by the

mother

Levréro and Mathevon43

Give aggression GA 220 Give aggression with or without body contact.

Includes attack, bite, displace, display, chase

away, hit, slap, threaten, etc.

Fedurek et al.; Slocombe

and Zuberbühler36,44

Food share SH 16 Receive or give food from/to another individual

or right after the share of it

Copulatea CO 14 Copulate with another individual Nishida; Townsend

et al.45,46

Solicit copulation SC 10 Show a gesture and posture directed to an

estrous female by a male or vice versa, which

normally leads to copulation

Nishida45

Change in the

environment

Distressa DI 1026 Show signs of distress (e.g., rapid searching

behavior, retreat, temper tantrum) to an event

external or related to self, such as startle to

external events, mother moves away, food

exclusion, isolation, being groomed roughly

Levréro and Mathevon;

Dezecache et al.43,47

Fusion FU 735 Join a party after at least 30 min of absence, or

be joined by one or several others after 30 min

of absence.

Fedurek et al.34

(Continued on next page)
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To test the relevance of considering concomitant events rather than single events on vocal production, we fitted a model similar to model

2a where we only included single events as a predictor (model 2b, Table S4). For instance, consider an individual vocalizing on three separate

occasions, first during an affiliation event, then during an approach, and finally during a concomitant event of affiliation + approach.When we

count the concomitant event in this example as distinct, we consider the individual has vocalized in three unique events (model 2a). However,

whenwe break down the concomitant event into its respective units, we consider the individual has vocalized in two unique events (model 2b).

In support of prediction 3, a model comparison showed a substantial increase in explanatory power with respect to utterance diversity when

event diversity included concomitant events rather than only single events (model 2a: concomitant events, Akaike information criterion [AIC] =

100, marginal R2 = 0.361; model 2b: single events, AIC = 124.55, marginal R2 = 0.219).

A further point to assess relates to the inclusion of individuals of all ages in eachmodel. Previous research suggests that until close to adult-

hood, individuals continue to increase the length and diversity of their utterances with age (up to 10 years old57). Moreover, unlike adults,

immatures might not engage as often in concomitant events, nor communicate about several events at the same time. Therefore, to ensure

Table 3. Continued

Event type Single events Code

N total

utterances Description

Studies that reported

vocalizations during

the specified event

Inter-party

communication

IP 571 Reply to a chimpanzee calling from outside the

party, within 30 s48 after hearing the call.

Includes chorusing with other individuals of the

party if it is in reply to an outside party call

Fedurek et al.;

Mitani and Nishida34,49

Nest time NS 244 Call given while in either a day or night nest,

while on the ground but looking at individuals

already in the nests, or in the evening, while

resting or traveling before the nest, while

looking up into the trees

Boesch and Crockford50

Animal encountera EN 204 Look at a threat or signs of threat (snake,

leopard, leopard scat, big animal, dead animal,

etc.) or hear alarm calls (from conspecifics or

other species)

Crockford et al.;

Girard-Buttoz et al.;

Dezecache et al.24,25,35,51

Bystander to

aggression

BA 149 Call given as a bystander to aggression

between other individuals.

Outside party noise OP 94 Call immediately after hearing a noise beyond

visibility (within 30 s),48 due to a potential threat

(aeroplane noise, branches moving due to

unseen individual, either human, animal or

another chimpanzee, or due to falling trees,

weather, such as thunder, lighting, start

raining, or strong wind; etc.).

Crockford et al.24,35

Intergroup

encounter

IG 79 Visual or vocal encounter with a neighboring

group, looking in the direction of the neighbor

group, even if the caller at the moment is

resting or running

Herbinger et al.52

Hunta HU 20 Stalking, pursuing, capturing, and killing

monkeys. Once eating starts, becomes ‘‘feed’’

context

Mitani and Watts;

Crockford and Boesch53,54

Bystander to

copulation

BC 15 Look and/or push in between the mating pair

(‘‘Interfere copulation’’ by Nishida). Mostly by

immature individuals and associated with

aggression or affiliation

Nishida45

Human directed HD 15 Look at the observer, mostly in reaction to

unexpected, sudden movements from the

human observer. A behavior only observed in

immature individuals

Hopkins et al.55

aEvents with highly context-specific vocalizations previously reported.
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that the pattern found between utterances and events reflects a functional relationship rather than independent co-expansion of both param-

eters, due to for instance developmental processes, we repeated both analyses only with adult individuals. In both models, we included,

again, group identity as a control variable. When assessing only adults, we found the same pattern as in model 1a between the length of

the utterances and events (full-null model comparison: c2 = 71.945, df = 1, p < 0.001, Figure 2B; Table S3, model 1b). The marginal and con-

ditional R2 were 0.048 and 0.068, respectively (model 1b). Regarding diversity, comparedwithmodel 2a, the number of unique utterances also

clearly increased with the number of events in adults (full-null model comparison: c2 = 12.462, df = 1, p < 0.001, Table S5, model 2c). The

marginal and conditional R2 were 0.242 and 0.305, respectively (model 2c).

We found a certain degree of variability within each analysis. In Model 1 the probability to produce sequences was not 0 in single events,

nor 1 in concomitant events. Accordingly in Model 2, we did not find a 1:1 relation between the diversity of the utterances and events. When

looking at specific events we also did not find a 1:1 relation with utterance length. Rather, we found a general pattern of increasing utterance

length when more events occurred at the same time (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

Evidence for the capacity of vocal sequences to express a wide range of daily life events—and in particular concomitant events—remains

limited in animal communication research.8–12 Given the heavy constraints on research effort in terms of determining information conveyed

by vocal repertoires, it is unclear to what extent the results of previous work are actually representative of animal communicative capacities.

With this in mind, we assessed the global potential of an animal’s vocal system to express concomitant events in their vocal sequences, to

disambiguate not only rare events but also daily life events.

In the chimpanzee vocal repertoire, we found support for utterance-event relationships, in line with our three predictions. Overall, our re-

sults demonstrate that the length and diversity of utterances are influenced by both the occurrence and diversity of concomitant events,

respectively, that signalers are exposed to while vocalizing. Moreover, this pattern holds across numerous daily life events. These results indi-

cate that chimpanzees have at least some of the foundations needed to use a small vocal repertoire to flexibly combine single meaning-

bearing vocal units in order to substantially expand the number of messages that can be conveyed well beyond the limitations imposed

by the size of the repertoire itself. In our sample, chimpanzees used 13 single vocal units during 24 single events. However, when taking com-

binations of vocal units and concomitant events into account, these numbers increased to 570 distinct utterances across 131 events. Thus, our

results offer an empirical example of a species with the structural and contextual potential to engage in generalized compound communi-

cation. This resonates with Nowak and Komarova’s computationally modeled evolutionary theory of the transition from elementary to gener-

alized compound communication.5,6 Such a capacity constitutes a critical step in the evolutionary path to language. We could likewise argue

this to be the case for other complex communication systems; however to our knowledge, no other meaning-rich and repertoire-wide combi-

natorial communication system apart from language is known to exist.

Even though the number of single vocal units and single events is not equal, and the same single vocal unit can be produced in more than

one event, we found a positive relation between utterances and events. This suggests that at least some utterances in the chimpanzees’ reper-

toire are candidates for ‘‘compositional combination’’.56 Hence, chimpanzees might combine two or more vocal units that keep the meaning

of their parts to denote concomitant events. This is in line with recent studies suggesting compositionality in specific sequences of the chim-

panzee’s repertoire emitted during the concomitant events of fusion and greeting,12 the arrival of a higher-ranking individual at the party

while feeding,10 and when recruiting conspecifics during alarm events.11 Animal precedents for this exist; for example two bird species

combine calls that singly convey information about alarm or recruitment contexts and when emitted as a vocal sequence convey information

about both alarm and recruitment.8,9

The degree of variability we found in our results could exist for several reasons. Vocal sequences may be longer than event sequences. A

first example of this is when sequences may follow non-compositional rules, such as the ‘‘pyow-hack sequence’’ in putty-nose monkeys.58

‘‘Pyows’’ and ‘‘hacks’’ produced singly are alarm calls to general disturbances and eagles, respectively. When combined, the sequence elicits

groupmovement.58 Hence, the utterance has a length of two but refers to a single event. Second, our method could lead to underestimating

relevant events that elicit vocal utterances, especially when the call function refers to an event we did not detect because it was unrelated to

Figure 1. Frequency of each event eliciting vocalizations across the dataset

Concomitant events are ordered alphabetically, not in the sequential order of the event. See Table 3 for definitions of two-letter codes.
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any current change in circumstance, also leading to utterances being longer than events. Chimpanzee recruitment calls, for example, where

receivers respond by arriving within the visibility of the caller some minutes after a call,32 fall outside our definition of ‘‘event’’.

Vocal sequences may be shorter than event sequences. Here, signaler age, particularly of immatures, may lead to under-representation of

vocal communication during concomitant events. Although infants are exposed to all events that mothers are exposed to, developmental

studies show that behavioral participation, and sometimes vocal participation, in certain events emerges later in development, such as

grooming,59 hunting,60 or vocalizing to external threats,51 potentially leading to utterances being shorter than coded events. Finally, our

method could lead to overestimating events in circumstances where only themost salient eventsmay be communicated. For example, during

fusion at a feeding patch, in some cases, it might be relevant to communicate only about the food, and not the union (e.g., if the separation

period was short).

Drawing parallels with other species is difficult, as we lack comparable studies analyzing concomitant events of vocal production across the

whole vocal repertoire. However, many species other than chimpanzees combine vocal units in sequences;61 therefore, it is reasonable to

expect similar results in at least some other species when considering the unfolding of concomitant events during vocal sequence production.

Similar results might also be expected in the gestural or multimodal domain.62–65 Intriguingly, however, in species where vocal sequence pro-

duction has been mapped across the vocal repertoire, few vocal sequences are emitted per species, particularly by adults (red-capped man-

gabeys,66,67 de brazza’s monkeys,66 campbell’s monkeys,66 blue monkeys,68 chacma baboons,69 olive baboons,69 guinea baboons,69,70 red-

and gray-shanked douc langurs71). These species also routinely face multiple simultaneous or sequential events in their daily life, such as

greeting in a food patch, or an approach followed by affiliation. If they would routinely use vocal sequences in concomitant daily life events,

we would expect a large diversity of vocal sequences in such repertoires, which is not what has been reported so far. To date, reported pat-

terns of vocal sequence usage across species rather rule out the possibility that this is a common phenomenon in the animal kingdom.

Critical theories state that complex signaling should evolve in species that live in complex societies.72 This might particularly apply to

fission-fusion species73 where coordination and cooperation are challenges in noisy and low-visibility habitats, with dispersed, ephemeral

food sources, of which chimpanzees are one example. Accordingly, in complex societies, the need to communicate about more than one

event at a time, to transmit a broader diversity of information, and thus reduce uncertainty74 to solve social and ecological challenges, might

drive the ability to produce complex signaling systems.72 In such situations, species could produce novel vocal units to denote concomitant

events, until the required messages exceed a critical threshold making it more economic to reuse existing vocal units in sequences or com-

binations than produce new ones.5 Given that many species have a limited repertoire of single vocal units suggesting constraints on versatile

signal production,75 including humans, combining single units into sequences to denote concomitant events should be a common strategy to

expand the range of information conveyed.

While we do not address syntax here, it seems likely that a precondition fromwhich syntax could have evolved would be the production of

numerous and long vocal sequences to convey numerous messages about daily events. Here, syntax is defined as a computational ordering

system of meaning-bearing units with rules that specify how the units relate to each other to convey a certain meaning.5,6 In a system where

few and short sequences (e.g., two-units long) are used, there is limited scope for computational ordering. If there is no or limited selection

pressure to combine meaning-bearing units into longer than two-unit utterances, it seems unlikely that there would be strong selection for a

computational ordering system. Another likely driver of the evolution of syntax is thought to be the emergence of communication about past

Figure 2. Proportion of vocal sequences as a function of single or concomitant events

(A and B) (A) Includes individuals of all ages (0–55 years; n = 9,391 utterances, 98 individuals) and (B) only adults (>10 years; n = 5,399 utterances,

53 individuals). The y axis depicts the likelihood of the utterance to be a sequence (a combination of different vocal units, as opposed to a single vocal

unit). Shown are medians (thin horizontal lines), quartiles (25% and 75%; boxes), percentiles (2.5% and 97.5%; vertical lines), as well as the fitted model

and its 95% confidence intervals (thick horizontal lines). Each dot represents the value per individual under each category, and its area is proportionate to

the total number of utterances recorded per chimpanzee and predictor category (mean: 47.91, range: 1–188). ***p < 0.001, p values were determined

using a binomial GLMM test.
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or future as well as current events, when markers of ‘‘before’’, ‘‘now’’, or ‘‘later’’ become relevant.76 Communicating about two or more

concomitant events in the present offers one evolutionary scenario from which later on the capacity to communicate about concomitant

events in the past or future may have emerged, such as in humans.

To conclude, our results resonate with Nowak and Komarova’s evolutionary theory of the transition from elementary to generalized com-

pound communication.5,6 Particularly, we demonstrate that one of our closest living relatives, the chimpanzee, presents some of the critical

preconditions for the emergence of complex linguistic processes. Specifically, chimpanzees have the potential to flexibly generate vocal se-

quences to routinely convey combined information about daily life events. How the increase in utterance length and diversity corresponds to

an expansion in the information conveyed remains to be studied. Nonetheless, we argue that through empirical demonstration of potential,

we open the possibility that animal communication systems may include critical preconditions from which highly combinatorial, and eventu-

ally hierarchically structured, signaling systems could have evolved.

Here, we want to highlight the relevance of considering concomitant events, which unfold during vocal sequence production, in animal

communication research, with the aim to encourage similar studies in other species that produce vocal sequences. Compound communica-

tion facilitates the expression of new messages that have not been encountered before, increasing the potential of a limited vocal system to

encode many messages. Ultimately, at the structural level, language requires the production of sequences with three or more vocal units to

form hierarchical structures. At the level of meaning, language requires the capacity to combine meaning-bearing units into sequences

Figure 3. Relation between the diversity of utterances and events

(A and B) (A) Relation between diversity of utterances and diversity of events per chimpanzee. (B) Modelled relation between the residuals of each variable (on log

scale), fitted against logged sample size (the total number of utterances per chimpanzee and field season) for individuals of all ages (model 2a, N = 152) (see

Figure S1 for details).

The line represents the fitted model and the polygon its 95% confidence limit. Each dot depicts an individual per season and their area is proportionate to the

total number of utterances per chimpanzee and field season (mean: 61.78, range: 1–214).

Table 4. Results of models comparing vocal utterances and events of vocal production for 98 individuals (0–55 years) (Models 1a and 2a)

Model Response Predictor Estimate SE Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI X2 P

1a Binomial:

Single vocal unit

(0) vs. sequence (1)

Intercept �1.258 0.137 �1.502 �1.012

Concomitant

event (yes)

1.023 0.084 0.867 1.189 77.697 <0.001

Group (North) �0.259 0.213 �0.647 0.146 3.575 0.167

Group (South) �0.368 0.196 �0.705 �0.030

2a Residuals number

unique utterances

Intercept 0.080 0.049 �0.015 0.169

Residuals number

unique events

0.752 0.091 0.572 0.934 68.328 <0.001

Group (North) �0.097 0.085 �0.267 0.062 2.343 0.101

Group (South) �0.147 0.068 �0.272 �0.014

In bold statistically significant results (p% 0.05). CI, confidence interval. The coded level for each categorical predictor is indicated in parentheses. X2 degrees of

freedom = 1.
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drawing flexibly on sounds (phonemes) from across the vocal repertoire. Accordingly, we propose using a whole-repertoire approach as a

critical empirical route to draw inferences about the evolutionary path of complex communication systems, such as language. This could

be complemented with a further and more focused approach, matching vocal sequences and concomitant events in a 1:1 relationship to

quantify the information content of sequences.77,78

Limitations of the study

We studied the vocal repertoire only from the production side, basing our analyses on the structural differences of the utterances, whichmight

not always be functionally relevant for the chimpanzees. However, we guided our analyses according to findings from previous studies on

single vocal units and their context specificity. Establishing independent functional relevance for each utterance requires time-consuming

playback experiments for each utterance and hence is not feasible at the repertoire level, especially with a species prolific in vocal sequence

diversity like chimpanzees which utter several hundred sequences.7 Therefore, a crucial initial step that we took in this study was to determine

if data patterns are broadly consistent with functional relevance by assessing whether utterance diversity relates to event diversity. Last, we

caution that this is a correlational study; thus, we cannot infer causality between the behavioral events and the vocal output. However, the

logical chain of causality is unlikely to be reversed (e.g., spotting a predator will likely elicit an alarm call but not the opposite).
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

We conducted 9months of focal animal sampling30 resulting in 1,807.3 h of vocal recordings (1,298.4 focal hours +508.9 ad libitum hours). We

studied 98 habituatedwild chimpanzees (0–55 years old) from three neighboring groups (East, North and South) living in the Taı̈ National Park,

Ivory Coast.29 Each day, we conducted two half-day (6 h) focal follows from dawn to dusk, resulting in vocal data from 157 days (69 days East,

21 days North, 67 days South), distributed over two field seasons (January-May 2019 and December 2019-March 2020). Each individual was

sampled over a two-month period each field season.We conducted focal samples on all available adults (49 total), and 34 of 49 immatures. For

the 11 individuals under 1.4-year-olds, we collected ad libitum vocal utterances whilst focalling their mothers, as at this age, they are perma-

nently with 2 m of their mother. For another 4 individuals (between 1.5 and 5.6 years old), we collected only ad libitum vocalizations as they

died before we could do focal follows on them. See Table 1 for detailed information about number of individuals and focal hours per group.

Focal individuals were randomly chosen, and sampling was balanced between a.m. and p.m. per individual. We did not sample 5 additional

individuals present in the groups for the following reasons: two individuals (an immature in North group and an adult in South group) died

before we could get any vocalization from them, two twin infants from East group could not be individually identified, and one new immigrant

female in East groupwas not well enough habituated to sample. SeeDataset S2 for the list of ages, sexes, focal hours and utterances recorded

during focals for each individual. The study used only observational, non-invasive procedures. The Ministère de l’Enseignement Supérieur et

de la Recherche Scientifique of Cote d’Ivoire (Wittig/008/MESRS/DGRI) and the Office Ivoirien des Parcs et Réserves approved our study.

International, national, and institutional ethical guidelines were followed. Researchers followed a strict hygiene protocol, including a five-

day quarantine, wearing surgical masks, and keeping 7m distance from the chimpanzees to prevent the transmission of pathogens.

METHOD DETAILS

Audio and event data collection

All data was collected in real-time, based on a protocol designed before the start of data collection. 85.8% (8,056 utterances) of the data was

collected by T.B. across groups and seasons, and 14.2% (1,335 utterances) of the data was collected by a dedicated and experienced research

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Analyzed data This paper https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22214188

Software and algorithms

R software Team, R.C. (2013). R: A language and environment for

statistical computing.

https://www.r-project.org/

CyberTracker software Steventon, J. (2002). Cybertracker v. 3.284. Cybertracker Softw. https://cybertracker.org/

Praat software Boersma, P., and Weenink, D. (2009). Praat: doing phonetics

by computer (Version 5.1. 05)[Computer program]. Retrieved

May 1, 2009.

https://praat.softonic.com/
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assistant (RA) (in East group during the second season). We recorded all occurrences of vocal utterances from the focal individual and from

identified ad libitum individuals using a Sennheiser ME67 microphone and Tascam DR-40X digital recorder (48 kHz sampling rate and 24-bit

sampling depth). Vocal data was recorded in real-time in the field and all utterances were coded by T.B. after the field season. For each vocal

utterance, we also collected, in real-time, detailed behavioral and environmental data to determine the event that elicited the vocal utterance,

using a smartphone and Cybertracker software79 (CT). When events unfolded rapidly, they were spoken into the microphone as events

unfolded and added to the CT app later.

Vocal coding

Even though vocal elements present distinctive acoustic and visual features, most vocal units (‘call types’) can grade into other vocal units.

Hence, the chimpanzee’s vocal repertoire is not exempt from the ‘lumping-splitting’ problem.22 In particular, the number of single vocal units

reported in chimpanzees’ repertoire varies between 12 and 32 call types depending on the researcher.7,50,80–82 Here, we took a conservative

approach considering only 13 single vocal units (‘call types’)57 as the building blocks of the repertoire and ‘lumping’ the different acoustically

distinct variants of the same call types35 together; this will ultimately under-represent utterance length anddiversity, and hence the complexity

of the repertoire.We defined a single vocal unit as either a vocal unit (or call type) produced in isolation or repeatedwith less than 2-s pause in

between repetitions. We defined a vocal sequence as the combination of at least two different vocal units emitted within less than 1-s of each

other7,57 (for a sample of 314 sequences, the average interval duration between different units was 0.23G 0.04 s (meanG SE)57). We used the

term ‘utterance’ as any bout of vocal emission, as such encompassing both single vocal units and vocal sequences (Table 2). The 13 single

vocal units we identified and their frequency in the dataset are: barks ‘BK’ (549 utterances), grunts ‘GR’ (3,570 utterances), hoos ‘HO’

(2,268 utterances), non-vocal sounds ‘NV’ (344 utterances), screams ‘SC’ (867 utterances), whimpers ‘WH’ (1,274 utterances), pants ‘PN’

(830 utterances), panted barks ‘PB’ (735 utterances), panted grunts ‘PG’ (986 utterances), panted hoos ‘PH’ (1,214 utterances), panted roars

‘PR’ (1 utterance), panted screams ‘PS’ (489 utterances), and panted whimpers ‘PW’ (17 utterances). We found panted whimpers in immature

individuals only and one panted roar in an adult individual. T.B. coded the types of vocal units present in each utterance using a combined

approach of listening to the utterance while visually examining the spectrogram, using PRAAT software.83 From a total of 11,397 vocal utter-

ances, T.B. classified 10,304 of them. 1,093 utterances, 9.6%, were discardeddue to bad quality (overlapwith other chimpanzees’ vocalizations

or other forest noise, poor sound-to-noise ratio) or unclassifiable call type (due to the graded call system) (see Bortolato et al.57 for details on

the coding procedure and chimpanzee’s repertoire). A further 913 utterances were discarded from the dataset as we were unable to assign an

event (8.86% - see below), resulting in a final dataset of 9,391 utterances. We had 6,857 utterances composed of single vocal units and 2,534

utterances composed of vocal sequences. We had an average of 61.78 vocal utterances per individual (range: 1–214). To ensure replicability,

we conducted inter-rater reliability (IRR) with a blind coder, using combined visual and auditory information from audio recordings and

respective spectrograms. To ensure that all call types were assessed, T.B. selected utterances randomly within each call type across the data-

set, whether they occurred singly or in sequences. A blind coder then listened to the audio recordings and simultaneously visually assessed

spectrograms of vocal utterances judging the call type of each vocal element present in the utterance, as well as the actual utterance

(Figures S2 and S3). T.B. and the blind coder scored a subsample of 1361 vocal elements across 203 utterances, reaching substantial agree-

ment on categorising the vocal sample at three different levels. The first level tested agreement on the coding of vocal elements, hence the

number of individual elements of each type per utterance (Cohen’s Kappa scoreGSE: 0.913G 0.008) (Figure S2; Table S1). The second level

tested agreement onwhether an utterancewas a single vocal unit or a vocal sequence (i.e., comprisingmore than 1 vocal unit) (Cohen’s Kappa

score GSE: 0.811 G 0.045) (Figure S2). This second level of analyses corresponds to the data that entered the first set of statistical analyses

testing the likelihood of producing vocal sequences rather than single vocal units when chimpanzees were exposed to concomitant events

versus single events (Models 1a-1b). The third level tested agreement on the coding of utterance type, i.e., the different vocal units within an

utterance (Cohen’s Kappa scoreGSE: 0.77G 0.06) (Figure S2). The utterance type was essential to calculate utterance diversity per individual

which entered our second set of statistical analyses (Models 2a-2b-2c). These different levels of testing IRR complement each other to ensure

replicability when coding the vocal repertoire (Figure S3). The subset of data used in the IRR test comprised 71.9% of single vocal units and

28.1% of vocal sequences which is representative of the whole dataset which comprised 73.1% of single vocal units and 26.9% of vocal se-

quences. Due to the time-consuming coding methods (an average of 150 utterances coded per day for an expert) and the large dataset,

it was not feasible to include a bigger sample size in the IRR test. However, our IRR test included all call types and was representative of

the distribution of the repertoire.

Event coding

Although how to assign ‘meaning’ to vocalisations is an open debate,15 playback experiments overwhelmingly demonstrate that information

from a vocalisation conveyed to conspecifics is related to the event in which the vocalisation is emitted.17,84,85 Hence, we defined the event

relevant to the utterance emitted as (i) what the signaler was doing whilst vocalising, specifically the current activity (feed, rest or travel) or (ii)

any current social interaction engaged in (e.g., groom, receive aggression, play) and/or (ii) attention/looking toward a change in the environ-

ment, the direction in which the signaler continues lookingwhilst signaling (e.g., third-party aggression, animal encounter, inter-party commu-

nication). In our sample, this led to 24 events that occurred during vocal production (Table 3). We limited the event classification to obvious

changes that could be easily and reliably identified at the moment a vocal utterance was emitted. We excluded changes related to the vocal

utterances that were detached in time (e.g., recruitment of conspecifics from long distances, resulting in others joining minutes later32), since

those could not be reliably traced back to a given single vocalisation. To ensure the replicability of our event coding scheme, inter-rater
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reliability (IRR) testing on ID and event of vocal production was conducted in the field during a standard half-day focal follow between T.B. and

the RA. This particular IRR test based on 30 vocal events provided a Cohen‘s Kappa of 0.96 for chimpanzee ID and for events of vocal pro-

duction a Cohen‘s Kappa of 0.853.

Without detailed analyses of utterance meaning, for the purposes of this study, we made several assumptions about which events related

to utterances. First, considering that vocal sequences may keep the combined meaning of their single vocal units,8,11,12 we assumed that ut-

terances emitted during concomitant events potentially conveyed information to conspecifics about those events. A recent playback study on

chimpanzees demonstrated that the information conveyed in the combination of two vocal units may be additive, hence, the sequence A + B

retain the information of both units emitted singly, animal encounter and recruitment, respectively.11 Therefore, when the emission of a vocal

utterance corresponded to more than one co-occurring or sequential event we noted each event, leading to so-called ‘concomitant events’

(Table 2).

Concomitant events can co-occur, such as approaching a conspecific while encountering a threat, and can also occur sequentially, in rapid

successions, such as approaching and then affiliatingwith a conspecific. Finally, concomitant events can both co-occur and occur sequentially,

such as approaching and then receiving aggressionwhile encountering a threat. For several of the concomitant events, there is no sequential

order of the events, hence, we did not make a distinction between co-occurring and sequential events, coding the concomitant events alpha-

betically. We considered concomitant events as those that unfold whilst a vocal sequence continued to be emitted. For instance, an individual

approaches a partner and immediately after, hugs the partner, with no intervening event. If during this sequence of events vocal emission

continues, we consider this as a concomitant event (approach + affiliation). If vocal emission is produced only during the approach but

not during the following affiliation, the approach alone is considered as the event defining the context of vocal emission.

Second, duringmany social interactions and environmental changes, individuals will be also either resting, traveling or feeding at the same

time, such as approaching another whilst feeding, or playing whilst traveling. In order not to over-inflate the number of concomitant events,

we assumed that social interactions aremore salient than activity. Thus, we coded ‘approach whilst eating’ simply as ‘approach’. Chimpanzees

frequently add event-specific calls, like feed-associated calls, to, for example, contact calls, during inter-party exchanges or fusions (Personal

Observations and Leroux et al.10). Hence, we exceptionally included the activity as an additional event when signallers were visually separated

from receivers (during inter-party communication and fusions). The rationale here is that the chimpanzees might then be likely to communi-

cate about the activity as well as long-distance since the receiver does not see what they are currently doing. In these situations, we coded

concomitant events as ‘fusion/inter-party communication + activity’.

Even though we took this conservative approach regarding the concomitant events, we repeated our analyses fromModels 1a and 2a but

this time considering two ‘extreme’ situations: (1) we always kept the activity in combination with another event so that each situation had one

activity plus sometimes other events and (2) we removed activity in combination with other events in all situations including inter-party calling

and fusions. When repeating model 1a, we found the same pattern, independent of the situation considered. Chimpanzees were more likely

to produce single vocal units in single events, and vocal sequences in concomitant events when considering the ‘always activity situation’ (full-

null model comparison: c2 = 22.215, df = 1, p < 0.001) and ‘never activity situation’ (full-null model comparison: c2 = 48.231, df = 1, p < 0.001).

However, in the ’conservative situation’, the model fitted the data better than in the other two extreme situations (conservative approach

R2m = 0.031, ‘always situation approach’ R2m = 0.016, ‘never activity situation’ R2m = 0.021). For model 2a, we also found the same pattern

of the ‘conservative situation’, with the ‘always activity situation’ (full-null model comparison: c2 = 37.39, df = 1, p < 0.001) and ‘never activity

situation’ (full-null model comparison: c2 = 38.784, df = 1, p < 0.001). Here as well, the model fitted the data better in the ‘conservative sit-

uation’ (R2m = 0.361) than in the two extreme situations (‘always situation approach’ R2m = 0.247, ‘never activity situation’ R2m = 0.269).

Whilst in some cases calls or call variants are acoustically specific to certain events (such as pant-grunts during approaches), other calls can

also be produced in these events, and two different events could evoke the same vocal output. As our aim was to study the potential for ut-

terances to relate to events, we only included events which elicited vocal utterances in our sample. Hence, behavioral events such as ‘patrol’,

‘self-groom’ or ‘solo-play’, which rarely elicit vocal utterances, were not included in the analysis. We are also aware that we consider the order

of the vocal utterances (i.e., grunt+scream and scream+grunt as distinct), but do not consider the order of events (i.e., we consider affiliation+

aggression and aggression+affiliation as the same). This constraint may underestimate the correlation between these two parameters. The

main reason for the latter is that the sequential temporal order of the different events cannot always be determined, such as in co-occurring

situations. From the 24 single events, only immature individuals (<10 years) vocalised in ‘human directed’ and ‘bystander to copulation’

events. We only included utterances where the event of production was unequivocal. The Tai forest is a quite open primary rainforest, which

allows us to see callers, interaction partners and the events as they unfold for a vast majority of the recordings, as demonstrated by high IRR

scores (see above). 913 of 10,304 utterances were excluded as we were unable to assign an event. 80.72% (N = 737) utterances were collected

ad libitum, where visibility of what the vocaliser could see was sometimes occluded. The remaining 176 utterances with unassigned events

were from focal individuals, 156 utterances of which were due to unclear ‘Inter-party communication’ context - as several individuals inside

and outside of the party were vocalising at the same time.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Model 1a

To test our first prediction, we assessed whether chimpanzees were more likely to utter a vocal sequence when exposed to concomitant

events as compared to single events using a binomial Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM)86 with log link function. The response in

this model was whether the utterance was a vocal sequence (y/n) (no denoting single calls and yes denoting vocal sequences, i.e., utterance
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with at least two different vocal units being combined). We used a categorical predictor corresponding to concomitant events (y/n), that is,

whether the vocal utterance was emitted during a single or a concomitant event.

We used such a statistical approach since at the repertoire level, we did not expect a 1:1matching of the number of events and the number

of vocal units in the sequence. This was because, first, whilst we had up to 5 concomitant events, we recorded sequences of up to 10 vocal

units. Second, some sequencesmay follow non-compositional rules, resulting in sequences with more units than the number of events. Third,

if some events are more salient than others, such that not all concomitant events elicit vocal utterances, there may be cases where there are

more events than vocal units in the utterance. In our statistical model, we controlled for group identity as a fixed effect. As we have several

utterances per individual, we included caller identity as a random effect to avoid pseudo-replication. Moreover, for half of the individuals, we

have data from two field seasons, collected one year apart. Hence, we also included a dummy variable season_ID as another random factor to

account for repeated sampling of the same individual during the same field season, as the age of individuals changes from one season to the

next and hence the events individuals engage in and their vocal repertoires might also change. To keep the type I error rate at the nominal

level of 5%we included all identifiable random slopes.87 Particularly, we included a random slope of our predictor variable (concomitant event

y/n) within caller identity and within field season. To avoid concomitant testing, we conducted a full-null model comparison,88 where the null

model only lacked the predictor concomitant event (y/n), but included group identity as a control predictor and was otherwise identical to the

full model. This comparison was based on a likelihood ratio test.89

Model 1b

To study the effect of age on the relationship between the length of utterances and events, we fitted anothermodel with the same structure as

model 1a, but with a subsample of the data containing only adults (Model 1b). We considered individuals to be immature when <10 years,

given that individuals at this age have reached the adult vocal repertoire level regarding the length of utterances and diversity of unique ut-

terances (i.e., the number of distinct utterances uttered).57 Each vocal utterance constituted a data point. The sample for model 1a encom-

passes 9391 utterances from 98 individuals (0–55 years old) and the sample for Model 1b includes 5399 utterances from 53 adult individuals

(10–55 years). In both models, we included data from the three groups.

The R script formula for Model 1(a-b): glmer (vocal sequence y/n� concomitant event y/n + group identity + (1 + concomitant event y/n |

caller identity) + (1 | field season), family = binomial).

Model 2a

With the secondmodel we wanted to evaluate the relation between the diversity of utterances (or ‘‘repertoire size’’) and the diversity of events

per individual; that is the number of unique or different vocal utterances that an individual produced (response) and the number of unique

events in which each individual vocalised (predictor) (Figure S1A). As both variables were highly correlated with sample size (total number of

utterances for a given chimpanzee and field season, Figure S1A; Figure 3A), we first had to control for this effect. To do so, we fitted two linear

regressions one for each of the desired variables (log-transformed) as a function of the sample size (log-transformed) and extracted the

respective residuals (the difference of each observation of the respective response estimated fitted value) (Figures S1C and S1D). The R for-

mula for the two initial models was:

Residuals diversity of utterances = as.vector (residuals (lm (log (number unique utterances) � log (sample size))))

Residuals diversity of events = as.vector (residuals (lm (log (number unique events) � log (sample size))))

As a second step, wemodeled the relationship between the residuals of eachmodel using a LinearMixedModel (LMM)86 with the residual

diversity of utterances as the response and the residual diversity of events as the predictor variable.We used aGaussian error distribution and

identity link function (Figure S1B). We controlled for group identity as a fixed effect and for caller identity as a random intercept. We used the

Satterthwaite approximation for the model estimated using restricted maximum likelihood REML (R package lmerTest).90 We conducted a

full-null model comparison,88 where the null model lacked the predictor ‘residuals of the diversity of events’ but was otherwise identical to

the full model. For this model, we used one data point per chimpanzee per field season which resulted in 152 data points from 98 individuals

(0–55 years old) out of 3 groups.

The R script formula for model 2a: lmerTest::lmer (Residuals of the diversity of utterances� 1+ Residuals of the diversity of events + group

identity + (1 | caller identity), REML = T).

Model 2b

To compare the relevance of considering the impact of concomitant events on utterance diversity, we fitted a newmodel similar to model 2a,

which only included the number of unique single events as a predictor. In this case, we broke down the concomitant events into their

building units. For instance, when considering concomitant events as distinct, an individual vocalising in the following events: affiliation,

approach and one concomitant event affiliation+approach, was coded as vocalising in three unique events (model 2a). When not considering

concomitant events as distinct, in this example, the individual would be coded as vocalising in two unique events (Model 2b). All the other

parameters and procedures of the model remained the same as in model 2a. The sample for this model encompassed again 152 data points

from 98 individuals (0–55 years old). We compared the effect size (R2) and AIC values of both models (2a and 2b) to assess which model fitted

the data better.
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Model 2c

To analyze the effect of age on the strength of the relationship between the diversity of utterances and the diversity of events, we fitted an

additional model exactly as for model 2a, but with a subsample of the data including only adults (>10 years) (Model 2c). For this model, we

used 73 data points from 51 individuals (10–55 years old), from 3 chimpanzee groups.

Implementation

We fitted the models in R 4.1.191 using the functions glmer and lmer (R package lme4).92 Before fitting the models, we tested collinearity be-

tween our predictor variables using the function vif (R package ‘‘car’’), which did not reveal any issue (Variance Inflation Factor of all predictors

<1.12).93 After fitting themodels, we assessedmodel stability for all models by excluding each level of each randomeffect one at a time (func-

tion provided by Roger Mundry); all models were stable.94 For Model 2 (Linear Mixed Model), we also visually checked the assumptions of

normal distribution and homogeneous residuals using QQ-plots of residuals and residuals plotted against fitted values.93 The plots did

not reveal obvious deviations from the assumptions. We assessed the significance of each predictor variable using an LRT between the

full model and a reducedmodel comprising all the variables except the one being evaluated using the function drop1.92 We calculated effect

sizes using the function r.squaredGLMM (R package ‘‘MuMin’’). We derived 95% confidence intervals by means of parametric bootstraps

(function provided by Roger Mundry). We did not include sex and rank as predictors in any model, as it has been shown that these variables

do not affect the response variables used here.57
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